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DIFFERENT DANCE STYLES
TAUGHT MANY VARIED AND
EXCITING WORKSHOPS OVER
50 HOURS OF FREESTYLE

TEACHERS FROM ALL OVER
THE UK & ABROAD WCS WITH
STEVE & KATE DJS FROM FAR
& WIDE BLUES & SWING WITH

LUCKY & CHELSEA
SWIMMING MASTERCLASSES
ONLINE WORKSHOP VIDEOS
COMPETITIONS GENDER
CONTROLLED ONLINE

BOOKING SYSTEM PRIVATE
LESSONS MASSAGE

Welcome
Welcome Southporters!

Splash is always one of our favourites, but there are
so many new things to look forward to this event.

Saturday cabaret is back! We are also THRILLED to
welcome pro teachers and performers Lucky &
Chelsea to the Swing and Blues floor, and the

inimitable Steve & Kate are back to give you a taster of
their WCS course that will launch at Blush in Feb '23.
This is also the debut weekend for Mad Cab! If you are
a first timer, solo traveller, or you simply want to party
with our finest teacher and DJ crew, you can always
find a friendly face in our Mad Cab team. Look for the
Mad Cab Lollipop, listen out for the laughter, or simply
see the back cover of this booklet to find out where

they will be across the weekend.
You are going to love the variety of activities in our
schedule. Don't forget the Escape Committee is on
hand the whole weekend to answer questions and to
make sure your stay is as memorable as it can be.
There are 7 Escape Dance Weekenders every year
and 3 of them are here at Southport. Book your next

Southport fix after this event:
BLUSH: 24 - 26 FEB '23

If you can’t wait that long, try our other site at Camber
Sands. Bookings already open and selling fast:

BLISS: 04 - 06 NOV '22
We hope you have an absolute blast!

Tim & Team Escape x



Exceedingly Useful Information

PARKING
There is ample free parking for all at Pontins in Southport.
CEROC WEATHER DESK
Located in the middle foyer, this is where you can get event info, book
Masterclasses and Massages, buy a range of discounted DVDs and
merchandise, and try on some sassy new dance shoes.
PONTINS RECEPTION & SERVICE CENTRE
Your apartment will not be cleaned during the weekend. All breakages or
problems must be reported at the Pontins reception in the main building.
Here, you can also get hold of additional keys for your room.
The Service Centre (over the road, next door to the restaurant) can replace
cutlery, crockery and provide a range of equipment for your room.
ELECTRICITY
Electricity is free for all at this event. Hurrah! Please be vigilant with turning
off lights, radiators and water heaters when leaving your chalet. Not only is
it much better for the environment, but Pontins will put prices up for this
privilege and we want to keep our fees as competitive as possible for you.
To turn your electricity on, locate the electricity meter in your chalet and
push the button three times.
Please do not be late to check out on Monday morning...electricity will be
turned off for the whole park at 10am and nobody likes an icy shower!
I’M HUNGRY!
Fast food will be available across the weekend. Exact times and locations
can be sourced from the reception. The Nisa store provides all your
essentials, plus you can eat at the restaurant by the Swimming Pool.
GENDER BALANCING
We always gender balance our weekends. We cannot however control who
opts to do what classes or when they attend certain dance zones. There
may appear to be an imbalance at certain times (as men tend to favour the
classes and ladies tend to favour the freestyle) however this event is
balanced within 21 people.
WATER & GOING GREEN
We offer complimentary water from coolers in the main dance venues
(subject to availability). Please use as few plastic cups as possible or feel
free to bring your own flask to fill (but be aware that Pontins operate a no
glass policy.)

WHAT’S ON TV?
The PTV channel on your TV will show a live feed from the main floor.
HEALTH AND SAFETY
Please do not place drinks on the stage, DJ tables, speakers or on the floor.
Use the tables and bars provided. Any drinks placed near electrical
equipment will be removed and disposed of by the Ceroc team or bar staff.
Please also dispose of your own cups after use to help us reduce cluttering
and prevent spillages which can be hazardous and time consuming to clear.
COLOURED WRIST BANDS?
You are required to wear your coloured wristband all weekend. Without it,
you cannot access any of the indoor areas. Wristbands will be checked at
all entrances.They cannot fall off by accident, they can only be cut. If you
lose your wristband you will need to buy a replacement (£125).
ETIQUETTE
Be considerate of your partner and fellow dancers. Remember Airsteps are
not permitted for safety reasons. Ask before doing any drop, keeping safety
and spacial awareness in mind. Do not take drinks on dance floors.
There will be hours of dancing so remember to stay fresh, wear deodorant,
change your clothes as necessary and wash your hands frequently. Treat all
of our dancers with the same respect that you would expect yourself.
CHECKOUT INFORMATION
You need to check out by 10am on Monday morning. Please return your
keys to reception or leave them at the security gate upon departure.
PHOTOGRAPHS AND FILMING
All recordings and photographs made during this event are the property of
Ceroc and may be used by them at any time. A full album of photos will be
available online after the event at www.ceroc.com on our Gallery Page.
Huge thanks to the extremely talented Mike Smith and Jay Lowe, our
resident 'ographers this weekend.
WORKSHOP VIDEOS
Our DVD has now gone digital and all videos will be available to access
online after the event. Full details of how to access this content overleaf.
NB: Starters Orders (Beginners), SILC (except Developmental) and fee-
based Masterclasses are NOT included.
Freestyle footage and cabarets ARE included!
INJURIES/FIRST AID
For first aid, call:
07498 205584, 07943 847207, 07723 201245 or 07506 694429
TERMS & CONDITIONS
All Terms & Conditions apply and can be found on our website.



TAKE OVER 25 WORKSHOPS HOME WITH

* This does NOT include Starters Orders, Masterclasses, Performance Classes, Fitness
Classes or SILC® Foundation and Progressive.

hub.ceroc.com

PRE-ORDER NOW!
AVAILABLE FOR

Can't remember the workshops from this weekend?
We have the solution!
- visit hub.ceroc.com
- click 'video library'

- select 'Ceroc Southport Splash 2022'
- find your videos in 'My Account > My Video Courses'
£20 event price, £25 from Tuesday 6th September 2022

YOURS TO STREAM FOREVER

WATCH ON ANY SMART DEVIC
E
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THUNDERBALL ROOM
LATIN ‘CYCLONE’QUARTER
BLUES ‘BOUDOIR’ LOUNGE
THE CUBE

HURRICANE SHELTER
SWIMMING POOL

Map

Fire Assembly Point

SWIMMING POOL
RESTAURANT

SERVICE CENTRE

'THUNDERBALL ROOM'
'CYCLONE' BLUES/TANGO LOUNGE

'BOUDOIR' SILC ZONE
'THE CUBE' MASTERCLASSES

(PONTINS RECEPTION & WEATHER DESK)



List of Activities
DAYTIME DANCING
Southport is all about the pub! There will be non-stop dancing in the
Boudoir throughout the weekend with Sack the DJ sets and our resident
pros on rotation. If you want a break from lessons, come and try out your
new moves on this 24 hour dance floor!

THUNDERBALL ROOM
Home of Ceroc Classics, both old and new. Expect Pop, Dance, Motown,
Disco, Swing, Latin and floor-fillers from all the decades.

CYCLONE
This dance space hosts classes during the day. In the evening, our
resident Blues and Tango aficionados will transform the space into a hub
of Blues and Milonga. Introductory classes are in the schedule if you fancy
trying these styles for the first time this weekend.

BOUDOIR
By day - a smorgasbord of musical genres and sunny afternoon tunes
(fingers crossed for good weather!) By night, the smooth SILC zone where
dancers can challenge their skills and settle into a softer tempo.

THE CUBE
The Cube is in the main foyer. This tented dance space is used for
Masterclasses throughout the weekend. Masterclasses must be pre-
booked online or at the Weather Desk. We keep these classes to small
numbers and fixed couples, so you can really fast track your learning
experience. See overleaf for details of Masterclasses this weekend.

SACK THE DJ
Think you can keep the room jumping? This is your chance to have a go,
providing you've brought your own iPhone or laptop. The decks will be
ready for you in the Boudoir at certain times. There is a schedule on the
wall to book your slot. No back to back or multiple slots please.

PRIVATE LESSONS
Some teachers are available for private lessons. Simply approach the
teachers directly before or after classes. Fee is £50 per hour.

MAD CAB!
What is this Mad Cab all about? Turn over the page to see!

CABARETS & COMPETITIONS
Sit back, relax and let somebody else do the hard work in our cabaret hour.
This event, we welcome Steve & Kate Hall and Lucky & Chelsea Skillen.
It also wouldn't be a cabaret without our very own teachers and their brand
new spotlight performances. Come and see the moves and techniques that
you learned this weekend in fabulous live action!
And last but not least, let's not forget the hottest competition on the planet:
GREAT ESCAPEE! Dip your toes into the world of competition dancing,
and there could be some tasty prizes coming your way.

MASTERCLASSES
Masterclasses are small classes that are taught in fixed couples. They
provide teacher interaction and the opportunity to master the technique
being taught. You do not have to be an advanced dancer to participate!
You do however have to book in advance at £5 per head in a fixed
partnership. You can do this online before the event, or via the Weather
Desk.
Please arrive 5 minutes early. As a matter of health and safety, latecomers
will not be admitted and refunds will not be available.

CEROC FOR BEGINNERS
In addition to the workshops this weekend, Ceroc has not forgotten its
roots. We will be hosting workshops designed for Beginners. These will
start at 7pm on Friday and continue throughout the weekend. Our Beginner
teacher Jeni is world class...you are in the most capable hands.

SWIMMING POOL
The pool opening times are at the discretion of the Pontins team, however
it is generally open every day. Check at reception for exact times.

GOOD, BAD, UGLY
We really do care about what our members think, and we read every
feedback form. Fill out the centre pages of this booklet and leave the form
at the Weather Desk before 9am on the Monday morning. Some of our
biggest changes have come directly from you, so grab a pen!

PARTIES AND BBQS
Southport is all about the chalet parties. We encourage you to invite your
friends over, crank up the tunes and sink a few drinks in the sunshine.
We politely ask however that everybody respects their fellow dancers and
turns the volume down to a respectable and sociable level by midnight
each night. Besides, our main dance floors will be pumping by this hour, so
head on out!



Masterclasses
SATURDAY

10:45 - "Shake That" Line Dance
12:00 - Airborne

13:15 - Freestyle Like A Pro
14:30 - Slides

15:45 - Intro To West Coast Swing
17:00 - Argentine Tango: Flashy Moves

18:15 - Musicality Perfected
SUNDAY

10:45 - Pushing The Boundaries
12:00 - Blues: Skip Ups

13:15 - Accelerate West Coast Swing
14:30 - Release Your Inner Penguin!

15:45 - Burlesque
17:00 - Showstoppers

18:15 - SuperDrops

Book at the Weather Desk!



Camber Sands

Norfolk

Southport

Camber Sands

Huelva, Spain

Southport

Camber Sands

Southport

Calpe, Spain

River Cruise

04-06 NOV 2022

17-19 FEB 2023

24-26 FEB 2023

10-12 MAR 2023

21-28 MAY 2023

09-11 JUN 2023

23-25 JUN 2023

01-03 SEP 2023

17-24 SEP 2023

To be announced!

WWW.CEROCESCAPE.COM

THE BIGGEST DANCE HOLIDAY
ON THE PLANET

www.cerocescape.com
theteam@clubdanceholidays.com

Tel: 020 7099 4816

MEDFEST

SHARING
SPACES

AVAILABL
E!

18 - 25 SEP 2022



Deep Tissue Sports Massage

Deep muscular therapy designed to ease aches and pains.
Therapists target problem areas, then work holistically on

surrounding joins and muscles for maximum relief.

Soft Tissue & Relaxing Massage

Softer therapy aimed at maximum relaxation. For all parts of the
body, you will leave feeling repaired and without aches.

Acupressure Chair Massage

In an ergonomically designed chair, the therapist will focus on neck,
shoulders and back (over clothes). Based on an ancient form of
Japanese acupressure, this massage reduces stress, increases

energy and boosts the immune system.

Rock Taping

Popular for sports people and dancers. Stabilise existing injuries
and prevent trauma by supporting weak/fatigued areas during

physical exertions.

CEROC ‘WELLBEING’
Throughout the weekend a team of professionally qualified practitioners will

be offering a variety of treatments.

BOOKING INFO
All Treatments need to be booked in advance at the ‘Ceroc Wellbeing’ desk

located in the main foyer. Cash Payments only.

All £30 for 30 minutes or £50 for 60 minutes

Charity Reg No: 1110621 & Scot SC044347

www.justgiving.com/campaign/cerocxcalm

DONATE NOW



Full Name

Email Address

Telephone Number

How many Escape Weekenders have you ever attended?

Which was your favourite lesson and/or teacher?

Which classes were your least favourite and why?

The good, the bad and the downright ugly!

All feedback is read and valued.

SPLASH 2022 WEEKENDER FEEDBACK

Which DJs set your dancing feet on fire?

Which tracks or music left you feeling a little cold?

Any suggestions that you would like to see at future events?

Anything we shouldn't bother with?

Anything else that you would like to add?

Please tear these pages out of your booklet and leave in the
‘Feedback Box’. The box will be collected from reception at 9am

on Monday morning. Thanks for your time.

... HAVE YOUR SAY



THE GODS OF THUNDER
Our DJs are the best in the world. We welcome back some

returning favourites, plus some fresh new talent for your aural
approval this weekend.

The evenings will consist of 3 rooms playing different music from
our outstanding line-up of live DJs.

The 'Thunderball' Room plays popular and new uptempo sounds
every evening.

The ‘Cyclone’ plays host to the Milonga and Blues sets.

The ‘Boudoir’ SILC Lounge, socially known as "the Pub", is the
non-stop music hot-spot in the afternoons, and will play a mix of

chilled genres every night until the sun comes up.

Our Gods of Thunder this weekend are:

Ben Davies, Caine Langford, Charlie Brownlee, Dale "Smood"
St Rose, Hayley Epps, Jo Hart, Jon Gammon, Jordan Fellows,
Kevin Hyde, Lyndsey Hill, Marc Forster, Marcy Chivers, Mark

O'Reilly, Mark Taylor, Nicola Di Folco, Rachel Pears, Robin
Dinerstein, Sheena "Tiggerbabe" Assiph, Stephanie Oram, Tim

Sant, Tony Riccardi, Tony Sails and Vince Silva.

SPECIAL THANKS
Our weekend events would not be the success that they are without our
exceptional crew. It's the people behind the scenes from set-up through
to take down who often go unrecognised and we would therefore like to
show our appreciation to everybody who helps with the smooth running

of our amazing weekenders.

Wristband Checkers, Row Organisers, Taxi Dancers, Queen Unicorn
Gaynor Crocombe and the Weather Desk team, Registration and the

Duty Management Team...you are the engine that keeps the Ceroc
Escape machine running.

Special thanks goes to the inimitable Myles Woodhouse and his Bulls
for "doing what they do to dance".

You don't need any competition experience to take part; just
grab your favourite dancer by the arm and take to the floor

with other competitors. The competition also appears on
hub.ceroc.com, so you get to show off your dance skills to all

your friends at home.

The competition will take place during the Cabaret slot so
competitors and would-be judges need to be in the
Thunderball Room on Saturday night by 10.45pm.

GreatEscapee
Competition

This Ceroc competition is
featured at our major Escape

Weekenders, and the winners
are chosen exclusively by the
adoring audience! With some

awesome prizes up for grabs, all
you have to do is win the hearts

of the crowd and you could be
crowned our Splash 2022

Champion.



Lucky Skillen has been
dancing for over 25 years.
He has taught and performed
many styles of dance across
the World. Chelsea and
Lucky met five years ago and
have been teaching together
ever since. They teach a
wide variety of dance classes
in which they create a fun
and playful atmosphere.
They believe that play is
learning, and learning is fun!

Steve and Kate are one of
the top WCS teaching
couples in the UK. They are
also UK directors of JT Swing
Teams, a worldwide project
that develops dancers
through choreography.
Known for their relaxed,
friendly teaching style, with a
focus on technique, you'll
have fun learning with them
in their two masterclasses.

*Book Masterclasses at
the Weather Desk Now!

SATURDAY 15:45* & SUNDAY 13:15*

SATURDAY 10:45, 14:30*
SUNDAY 12:00*, 17:00

Special Guest Teachers!

Visit their shop by the Weather Desk

Family run business established for over 33
years and the largest stockist of men's and lady's

Ballroom and Latin shoes in Scotland.
High standard of service and superb quality of

shoes at a reasonable price!



Alex Faulkner-Clarke & Sarah Taylor (A&S)
Ballroom and Latin legends Alex and Sarah explode back onto
the Southport Dance floor. At this event they are bringing you an
Intro to the fierce and fabulous footwork of the Samba.

Ben Davies (BD)
Ben is a dance floor demon. He will be sharing the secrets
behind his innovative movement and standout styling this
weekend in two Sunday workshops. 'Moves from the Movies' is
a must for all with a penchant for classic style.

Dale St Rose (DSR)
Hold on to your sombreros everyone...'Smood' is coming to
MEDFEST! To limber up, Dale joins Southport Splash to walk
you through his Signature Style on Saturday morning, and then
take to the decks to close the SILC room in the evening.

Ekow Oduro (EO)
So cool they named him twice. If you watch Ekow move to any
style of music, you soon realise why he is the most decorated
competition dancer in the UK. Advanced, try Tips and Tricks for a
new and innovative challenge.

Emma Wright (EW)
Emma rarely ventures to our northernmost weekender, so make
sure you embrace the opportunity to see this firecracker in
action. This weekend. Freestyle confidence and pro musicality.
Oh, she's also a Mad Cab Queen. Hunt her down for the party!

Jamie Eddy (JE)
Jamie and Jen are weekender royalty and always extremely
popular names on the bill. Competition winners, performers,
teachers...this couple are always brimming with talent. Fairly
new to dancing? With 4 technique classes to choose from,
you're going to come away with an abundance of new skills.

WHO'S WHO IN YOUR
TEACHING TEAM?

Jeni Liversidge (JL)
By popular demand...she's back! Ceroc Sheffield's Jeni is fun,
bubbly, loving, energetic, and utterly bonkers. What a perfect fit
for our budding Beginners at Splash. Check out the 5 Starters
Orders lessons if you are a new dancer - you're in wonderful
hands his weekend.

Jo Hart (JH)
Jo loves the Blues. The music, the dance, the feel, the groove,
the connection...it's a way of life. This weekend she can't wait to
share her passion with you. First timers, your class is on
Saturday at 2:30pm. Intermediates, check out the "Travelling
Blues" on Sunday at 3:45pm.

Jordan Fellows (JF)
You've seen him on the decks. He's now on the stage for the first
time. Yes...Jordan has the cutest and most squeezable cheeks
in the world, but he's also a huge dance talent. 'It's a Secret' is
Saturday at 5pm. Jordan is also a member of our Mad Cab
team...so you should see plenty of him this weekend!

Lucky & Chelsea Skillen (L&C)
Lucky has been dancing for over 25 years. He has taught and
performed across the World. Chelsea and Lucky met five years
ago and have been teaching together ever since. They teach a
wide variety of dance classes in which they create a fun and
playful atmosphere. They believe that play is learning, and
learning is fun!

Luke Scrivens (LS)
People literally LOVE Luke. Ridiculous hair, camp as Christmas,
and simply delicious on the dance floor. This weekend he wants
to invite you to release your inner penguin. Book at the Weather
Desk for this rotational, momentum-based masterclass and get
ready to scream!

CEROC SPLASH
SOUTHPORT 2022



Lyndsey Hill (LH)
Whatever Lyndsey teaches, you're guaranteed a heavy dose of
awesomeness. Fresh from the Ceroc River Cruise, Lyndsey
cannot wait to teach and DJ your Rock 'n' Roll segments this
weekend. She's also heading up the Mad Cab team, so follow
her for the fun!

Marc Forster & Rachel Pears (M&R)
Tango is forever growing in popularity at Southport Events, and
this stunning couple are at the heart of it. Exquisite dancers,
Ceroc Bed & Bucks partnership Marc & Rachel elevate any
dancer, new or Pro, to their next level in Milonga. 10pm Friday
night is an intro lesson for all if you would like to give it a go.

Matt Blain & Victoria Curtis (M&V)
More competition winning royalty in our line up. Matt & Victoria
live and breathe dance. Their 3 classes this weekend are
designed to push you technically, enhance your freestyle skills
and give your movement repertoire an injection of finesse.
"Technical Challenge" is our first ever Adv+ rating. Enter with
caution and consideration.

Nardiya Maya (NM)
Another new name in our teaching line up is Ceroc Evolution's
Nardiya. She will be teaching Classics to our new Intermediate
dancers. For our more experienced cohort, why not try a class
that has never been taught before...it's time to FOLLOW TAG!

Simon Rich (SR)
Another first timer to the Southport Splash stage, Ceroc Oxford's
Simon has been dancing since the age of 3 and graduated from
the Royal Ballet at 18. Competitor and teacher for over 25 years,
he is renowned for his style and precision.

WHO'S WHO IN YOUR
TEACHING TEAM?

Steve & Kate Hall (S&K)
Steve and Kate are one of the top WCS teaching couples in the
UK. They are also UK directors of JT Swing Teams, a worldwide
project that develops dancers through choreography. Known for
their relaxed, friendly teaching style, with a focus on technique,
you'll love learning with them in their two WCS masterclasses.

Tim Sant (TiS)
Tim is sadly going to be pretty elusive this weekend. He is hosting
out first ever SILC Teacher Training with Charlie Brownlee. Don't
despair; he has promised to step up on Friday night to teach the
Ice Breaker class. Newbies, veterans and MadCabbers
alike...unite for silliness at 8pm!

Toni Sails (ToS)
London Casbah's Toni is as smooth on the dance floor as he is on
the DJ decks. Melted Caramel personified, you're not gong to want
to miss "Project Intention", "Basics with Tricks", or the ever popular
ToneZ freestyle set on Sunday at 7pm.

Tony & Hayley Epps (T&H)
Hosts of the ALWAYS sold out Dips & Drops and Aerials
Masterclasses, Tony and Hayley are the answer to the question
"What does my dance partner look like when they are upside
down?" If you're a thrill seeker, your weekend starts here. They are
also up with the birds at 9:30am every morning to bring you stretch
and Yoga.

Veronika Oliver (VO)
Veronika is renowned for pushing the boundaries and making her
dancers feel fabulous about how their bodies can move. If you
wish to express yourself, her fabulous classes are the epitome of
dance adventure. Be Big, Bold and Beautiful in Burlesque, and join
a surprise performance in the pub! And OBVIOUSLY V is on our
Mad Cab Team...she doesn't stop!

CEROC SPLASH
SOUTHPORT 2022



CycloneThunderball RoomFRI

Thunderball Room (Main Hall)

Boudoir (Pub)

Cyclone (Off Arcade)

The Cube (Reception)

Starters Orders (Beg) JL
Complete Beginners Ceroc class

Starters Orders (Beg) JL
Complete Beginners Ceroc class

Intro to Tango (All) M&R
Argentine Tango for new starters

Ceroc Freestyle Tim Sant

Ceroc Freestyle Mark O'Reilly

Ceroc Freestyle Nicola Di Folco

Ceroc Freestyle Hayley Epps

Ceroc Freestyle Tony Riccardi

Closed

Closed

Meet 'n' Greet Freestyle For All
Ceroc Freestyle Jon Gammon

Splashing Around (All) TiS
Intermediate Ice-Breaker Lesson

22:00

23:00

00:00

01:00

02:00

03:00

04:00

05:00

20:00

21:00

19:00

Milonga Marc Forster

Milonga Marc Forster

Blues Ben Davies

Blues Ben Davies

Blues Rachel Pears

Blues Rachel Pears

Closed

The Boudoir (Queen Vic)The Cube

SILC Zone Nicola Di Folco

SILC Zone Charlie Brownlee

SILC Zone Caine Langford

SILC Zone Marc Forster

SILC Zone Mark Taylor

SILC Zone Vince Silva

SILC Zone Marcy Chivers

Sack The DJ Open Decks

Sack the DJ 15:00-19:00
SILC GOLD Tim Sant

SILC Zone Robin Dinerstein
Slow & smooth freestyle

SILC Zone Tiggerbabe
Slow & smooth freestyle

Closed

Registration

Registration

Registration

Workshops are shown in RED - no need to prebook, just
turn up and join in the fun!

Masterclasses are shown in BLUE - Book in advance at the
Weather Desk for £5 per person

(Beg) These classes are suitable for complete Beginners.
(-Int) Early Intermediate Lesson, easy and achievable for all.
(Int) Regular Intermediate Lesson, for established dancers.
(Int+) More difficult Intermediate Lesson, a challenge for most.
(Adv) High level and hard moves. Strictly for the hardcore!
(All) Suitable for everyone.

22:00

23:00

00:00

01:00

02:00

03:00

04:00

05:00

15:00
19:00

20:00

21:00

hub.ceroc.com



CycloneThunderball RoomSAT

Argentine Tango (Int) M&R 9pm

Milonga Marc Forster

Milonga Marc Forster

Blues Marc & Rachel

Blues Marc & Rachel

Blues Marc & Rachel

Blues Marc & Rachel

Blues Marc & Rachel

Closed

Starters Orders (Beg) JL
Complete Beginners Ceroc class

Keeping It Smooth (Int) DSR
Dale's signature style

Art Of Simplicity (Int) SR
The joy is in the learning

Technical Challenge (Adv+) M&V
Push yourself

Blues Fundamentals (All) JH
Intro to Blues dancing

Classics (-Int) NM
Step up to Intermediates

It's A Secret (Int+) JF
Secret links that create surprise

Project Intention (Int+) ToS
Energy, flow and movement

Starters Orders (Beg) JL
Complete Beginners Ceroc class

Ceroc Freestyle Mark O'Reilly

Ceroc Freestyle Tony Riccardi

***IIIIIIIT'S SHOWTIME!***

Ceroc Freestyle Hayley Epps

Ceroc Freestyle Jon Gammon

NOUGHTIES! Jordan Fellows

Ceroc Freestyle Smood

Closed

Yoga (All) T&H
Strength, Core, Breath, Energy

It Don't Mean A Thing (Int) L&C
...if you ain't got that Swing - Lindy

Intro to Samba (Int+) A&S
Exciting South American dance

Fake Until You Make It (-Int) EW
Newcomers, ooze confidence

Turns For All (Int+) LS
I turn, you turn, we both turn!

Whirlwind (Adv) JE
Spins and rotations galore

Leans and Dips (Int) VO
Simple but flashy moves

Double Trouble (Int) LH
1 lead, 2 follows, endless laughter

Closed

21:00

22:00

23:00

00:00

01:00

02:00

03:00

04:00

05:00

09:30

10:45

12:00

13:15

14:30

15:45

17:00

18:15

19:30

The Boudoir (Queen Vic)The Cube

SILC Zone Caine Langford

SILC Zone Charlie Brownlee

SILC Zone Robin Dinerstein

SILC Zone Mark Taylor

SILC Zone Kevin Hyde

SILC Zone Vince Silva

SILC Zone Marcy Chivers

SILC Zone Dale St Rose

Sack the DJ Open Decks

Sack the DJ
Prebook your 30 minute slot

Sack the DJ
Prebook your 30 minute slot

Sack the DJ
Prebook your 30 minute slot

Swingers Hour Hayley Epps
Swing Freestyle

Buck 'n' Boots Saloon
Country with Miss Kitty

Keep The Faith Tony Riccardi
Motown & Northern Soul

SILC Zone Vince Silva
Smooth, chilled tunes

SILC Lyrical Steph Oram
Soft, acoustic and dreamy jams

Sack the DJ
Prebook your 30 minute slot

Closed

Closed

"Shake That" The Line Dance LH
Solo Masterclass (Int+)

Airborne T&H
Partnered Masterclass (Int+)

Freestyle Like A Pro EO
Partnered Masterclass (Int)

Slides L&C
Partnered Masterclass (Int+)

Intro to West Coast Swing S&K
Partnered Masterclass (Int+)

Tango: Flashy Moves M&R
Partnered Masterclass (Adv)

Musicality Perfected JE
Partnered Masterclass (Int)

Closed

21:00

22:00

23:00

00:00

01:00

02:00

03:00

04:00

05:00

09:30

10:30

12:00

13:30

14:30

15:30

16:30

18:00

19:00

hub.ceroc.com



CycloneThunderball RoomSUN

Closed

Tango Fusion (Int+) M&R

Milonga Marc Forster

Milonga Marc Forster

Blues Marc & Rachel

Blues Marc & Rachel

Blues Jo Hart

Blues Jo Hart

Closed

Starters Orders (Beg) JL
Beginners Ceroc stepping up

Stretch & Snap (Int+) VO
Rebound energy for dynamism

Basics With Tricks (-Int) ToS
Easy moves, extra pizazz

Wired For Sound (-Int) EW
Listen to music like a pro

Blends (Int) BD
Blend dance genres to slow music

Travelling Blues (Int) JH
Blues to cover the floor

Charleston Chasers (Int) L&C
Roaring 20s Great Gatsby party

Moves From The Movies (Int) BD
Impressive movie moves!

Closed

Ceroc Freestyle Hayley Epps

Ceroc Freestyle Jon Gammon

Ceroc Freestyle Tiggerbabe

Ceroc Freestyle Tony Riccardi

Ceroc Freestyle Nicola Di Folco

Ceroc Freestyle Mark O'Reilly

Ceroc Freestyle Jon Gammon

SURVIVORS PHOTO!

Closed

Stretch (All) T&H
Get those muscles feeling elastic

Duck Tails (Int) JE
Intro to Ducks

Ready? Rock 'n' Roll! (All) LH
Jive...the 50s way

Fluidity (Int+) M&V
Flow between movements

Tips & Tricks (Adv) EO
Make your dancing stand out

Musicality & Rhythm (Int+) SR
Add dynamics to your dancing

Momentum (Int) JE
Add power using momentum

Follow Tag (Int) NM
2 follows, 1 lead, power struggle!

Closed

20:00

21:00

22:00

23:00

00:00

01:00

02:00

03:00

04:00

09:30

10:45

12:00

13:15

14:30

15:45

17:00

18:15

19:30

The Boudoir (Queen Vic)The Cube

Sack the DJ

SILC Lyrical Kevin Hyde

SILC Zone Nicola Di Folco

SILC Zone Steph Oram

SILC Zone Jordan Fellows

SILC Zone Tiggerbabe

SILC Zone Vince Silva

SILC Zone Marc Forster

SILC Zone Marc Forster

Closed

Sack the DJ
Prebook your 30 minute slot

Sack the DJ
Prebook your 30 minute slot

Sack the DJ
Prebook your 30 minute slot

Swingers Hour Lyndsey Hill
50's Jive/RnR Freestyle

S'Funk Vince Silva
Soul & Funk Jams

Summertime Vibes Smood
Let's bring the sun out!

SILC Zone Mark Taylor
Smooth, chilled tunes

21st Century Blues Jo Hart
A Blues Room gathering for all

ToneZ Tony Sails
Expressive & Challenging

Closed

Pushing The Boundaries EW
Partnered Masterclass (Int)

Blues Skip Ups L&C
Partnered Masterclass (Int+)

Accelerate Your WCS S&K
Partnered Masterclass (Adv)

Release Your Inner Penguin LS
Partnered Masterclass (Int)

Burlesque VO
Solo Masterclass (All Ladies)

Showstoppers M&V
Partnered Masterclass (Adv)

Super Drops T&H
Partnered Masterclass (Adv)

Closed

20:00

21:00

22:00

23:00

00:00

01:00

02:00

03:00

04:00

05:00

09:30

10:30

12:00

13:30

14:30

15:30

16:30

18:00

19:00

hub.ceroc.com




